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Company Announcement
Eagan, MN (October 11th, 2021) — Inside Edge Commercial Interior Services,
the nation’s leading flooring installation and project management company, has
acquired ProCoat Products Inc., an innovative provider of sustainable coating
solutions for acoustical ceilings and fixture restorations. ProCoat operates out of
the Boston, MA area, servicing the US and beyond.
“We’ve had a long-standing relationship with ProCoat over the years as we’ve
both strived to provide quality products and services to the Retail and Grocery
Industries. We’ve always respected their entrepreneurial spirit and commitment
to the customer, which will make the alliance of our two companies seamless.”,
said David Moeller, CEO of Inside Edge.
The acquisition of ProCoat fits into Inside Edge’s strategy to offer a full range of
services, beyond just flooring, to customers across multiple market segments.
With the recent strategic partnership with Revolv+, and now the acquisition of
ProCoat, Inside Edge has the ability to service customer’s flooring, wall, and
ceiling needs.
“ProCoat, the pioneer of Ceiling Restoration, is extremely excited about this next
chapter of our story. With the continual growth ProCoat has experienced in its
evolution into the Educational and Commercial markets, in addition to our
established presence in Retail Construction, we have been looking for a partner
with the right infrastructure and company culture to help support this

development.”, says Lisa Schwartz, President of ProCoat Products, Inc. “We feel
we have identified that partner with Inside Edge, who shares in our passion to
deliver value, quality and expanded services to our mutual and individual clients.”
________________________________________
About ProCoat Products, Inc.
ProCoat Product Inc. provides sustainable solutions that allow clients to easily
and cost-effectively, repurpose their existing acoustical ceilings, fixtures, and
other substrates by resurfacing them with high-quality coatings, preventing
needless landfill growth. To learn more about ProCoat, visit: www.procoat.com/
About Inside Edge Commercial Interior Services
Inside Edge is a national project management and flooring installation company,
specializing in multi-site location roll outs with an expertise in retail remodel
projects.
Inside Edge provides nationwide flooring services with a solutions-driven
approach, delivering consistency, with best-in-class quality and communication at
a competitive price.
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